
Knights magical season continues with Southern California Regional Championship: 
 

Ontario Christian: 25-25-25=3 (38-2 Overall) #1 So Cal 
El Capitan:           14-15-16=0 (31-11 Overall) #3 So Cal  
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
“So much history to make. It's a long drive uphill. Sit back I'm taking the wheel. Everybody says 
it can't be done…” Those lyrics from a SheDaisy song called “I'm Taking The Wheel” could be 
used to describe Ontario Christian’s history making 2018 season quite accurately. The Knights 
have already completed an undefeated Ambassador League championship, won a CIF-SS D5 
title, and were on the doorstep of history Tuesday evening as no Ontario Christian athletic team 
had ever made a state final. After a sweep of El Capitan (25-14, 25-15, 25-16) ,the San Diego 
Section Division 2 runner up, a Knights squad made it to title weekend as Ontario Christian will 
face Presentation on Saturday for the Division 3 CIF-State Title on Saturday at 130pm from 
Santiago Canyon College.  
 
In set one Annaka Jorgenson got the Knights off to a solid start with a kill and ace. Peyton 
Tazelaar added a solo block as Ontario Christian took an early 8-3 lead over the Vaqueros. 
Jenna Holmes then recorded four kills in a span of six points & Kathy Millo mixed in an ace to 
make it 20-12 Knights. Giselle Vogel and Jorgenson combined for three kills (2 Vogel including 
the set ender and 1 Jorgenson) in the final five points to seal the set one victory.  
 
Vogel led off set 2 with a kill and the Knights took an 8-4 lead off two kills & an assisted block 
from Tazelaar, along with a kill from Holmes which tied the score at four apiece early in set two. 
An ace from Vogel and kill from Tazelaar made it 16-8 Knights as Ontario Christian began to 
separate from El Capitan. Another ace from Millo made it 20-13 Knights. Jorgenson and Holmes 
recorded the final Knight kills of set two at 21-14 & 23-14 respectively as an Vaqueros missed 
serve finished set two and put Ontario Christian a set away from Saturday's state championship 
match.  
 
In set three the Knights ran off to a 6-1 lead off three kills from Jorgenson, one from Kiley 
Goedhart, and another from Vogel. A kill from Riley De Groot and ace from Vogel made it 20-11 
Knights. Holmes recorded Ontario Christian's final kill & Millo their final ace of the evening at 
23-13 & 24-13 respectively as an El Capitan missed serve ended it and set off a joyous 
celebration.  
 
For 10th year Ontario Christian head coach Paige Liebhart the regional championship win 
marked number 168 of her tenure.  
 
When I asked her how important it was to get thru this title match in a sweep considering quite a 
few players had come down with a bug she remarked “We've done a lot this season so anytime 



we can take a bit of a break it's a good thing. It was mainly the mental part of our game that we 
had to worry about tonight.”  
 
I asked Liebhart to reflect on the journey her seniors (Jorgenson & Michaela Cruz) have gone 
on as Lady Knights from not making postseason as freshman, to consecutive semi final section 
losses and now regional & section titles. Her thoughts on them were “I'm so proud of them. They 
said we're going to change the culture of this program and they've done a great job.”  
 
When asked about the change from playing in the friendly confines of their campus facility to 
playing in a collegiate facility she remarked “We'll just bring a crowd there (Santiago Canyon 
College) and make it feel like home.”  
 
Jenna Holmes led the Knights with 11 kills on Tuesday. I asked the junior about at what point 
Saturday the butterflies would hit and she remarked “Probably as soon as I walk in and see the 
gym and start warming up.”  
 
She finished the first set with a flurry recording four kills in the final six points of set one and 
when I asked how important that was to her success Holmes said “That was really big because 
once one finds the floor then it breeds success for everyone else.”  
 
Annaka Jorgenson is the Ontario Christian career kills record holder having taken that title from 
former Knights standout and Washington volleyball player Carly Dehoog in last year's 
quarterfinal at Templeton. When I asked her if this was even in their wildest imaginings during 
summer she remarked “I would've said that's bizarre. None of us even had state in our minds to 
start the year (just a Southern Section title). We knew we had the talent and chemistry to reach 
this point. It's always been one point and one match at a time and wherever that led us was 
where we'd end up. In this case it's playing on the third Saturday of November for a title.”  
 
About the team's health currently she remarked “We had to go a bit lighter in practice on 
Monday because a bunch of people were coughing and sneezing everywhere. Us being sick 
tonight couldn't be an excuse tonight and we all knew we still had a job to do.”  
 
Notable Knights: 
 
Setter Kiley Goedhart set the record for career assists on Tuesday night joining career kills 
leader (Jorgenson) & digs leader (Balderas).  
 
Jenna Holmes>>11 kills  
Annaka Jorgenson>>8 kills an ace and block assist  
Peyton Tazelaar>>6 kills and 1.5 total blocks 
Kathy Millo>>3 aces 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


